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, Photo by Frank Policastro 
Twelve of the fourteen finalists in the Mis� E. S. Contest. Standing 
(L. to R.) Barbara Rubin, Carolyn Miller, Sharon Lucien, Karen Lud­
merer, Cheryl Goggins, Mary Cali. Middle, Julianne Sawinski,· Elyse 
Roth, Ilona Lajtay. Seated, Carole Williams, Carol Shainswit Jeanne! 
Fabian. Missing: Rita Grunberg, Vivian Russo. See P.age 4, ' 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1966 �-345 By Subscription Only 
B. N. E. Will Decide Fate of Baruch; 
Decision to Come Within 2 Weeks 
The fate of the $aru�h School will be determined within the next 15 days according 
to C.C.N.Y. President Gallagher. The motion will b� acted upon at the December 19 meet­
ing of the Board of Higher Education. 
A spokesman for the board, who refused to comment on the action, said that the 
board is willing to improve and expand the City Urtjversity 
In October the Board established""·----- - -------------'--------
Alpha College and last Monday However, the board approved Ir-
-----------
--, granted autonomy to the Bronx transfering the Bellevue School o:f NOTICE OF HEARINGS 
campus of Hunter College. Nursing to Hunter College. There will be a sp,ecial 
At last weekls meeting the The board <1-lso changed the name meetin!!' of The City Col-Bqard voted to approve the recoll)- of "Alpha College" to "York Col- = 
mendation of its Hunter College Jege" and 'appointed Dumont F. lege Committee of the, 
Committee that the Bronx Camp11s Kenny (current president of Board of Higher E'ducation 
of Hunter Coll.ege be made a sep- Queensboro Community College) on December 7, 1966, at 5 
amte senior college of The City. as the school's first president. p M · · th B d Off' 
University of New York. ,The ac- Discussing the appointment, Por- · 
·, m e · oar ice, 
tion is subject to the approval of ter R. Chandler, chairman of the 535 East 80 Street, New 
the Board of Regents, since this Board of Higher Education, saiq York City. 
invobres an amendment to the City Dr. Kenny's selection had been The principal purpose of 
University's 1'4aster Plan. . unanimously recommended by a 
The resolution adopted by the four-member board committee ap- this meeting is to discuss 
Board asked that the i,eparate pointed to consider candidates for the question of the possible 
Bronx College be established "if the post. separation of the Baruch 
possible not later than September "This board," Mr. Chandler said, . School, and you are invited 1968" and requested that the "has seen Presi_dent Kenny bring to attend and to express chairman of the board appoint at the development of Queensborough 
once a committee to find a presi- Community College rapidly for- your views. 
dent for the Bronx college; and ward, both in _curriculuµi offerings While the prqblem of the 
The Middle States Associa- picket lines were still being main-
that the person so chos ,en1 serve as and in new facilities to take care Baruch ·. School will, of 
Provost of the Bronx-Hunter cam- of the pyramiding enrollment." b f th 
St. John's Faces Probation 
For Discharging Faculty 
tion. of Colleges and Secondary tained. pus until such time as the new Under Dr. Kenny's administra-
course, come e ore e 
Schools has givep. one year Last spring, in a preliminary rii- college shall bE) . established, when tion, enrollment at Queensborough 
Board of Higher Education 
probation to St. John's ]Jni-
view of St. John's status, Middle the Provost would become presi- has groym from 603 to 4,350 in for full discussion before 
versity t0 rectify "institution 
(Continued on Page 8) dent. (Continued on Page 6) any final action is taken, it 
we81knesses." ';['h'e-Uniyersfty-1 r,--,---�,-,----------,-----,---------------------
--,, I I 
seems desirable to give all 
is supposed to restore "re.spon-, Board members, faculty, 
�!:\:i;
ernance" by .D.e<;em-
' ,(ity College Engineering Professors ;��i;;:;it�d t�tu��r:�dantfds 
The ,decision was announce.d by Committee meeting and 
Albert E. Meder, Jr., chaii-man of 
A, _r __ ··_·r. ·,•;r, t'S, . nlJj,,.•'e , r 01"p'r, 111.,., � A_ 
'further familiarize them-
the Commission on Institute of 
�-�·� rl,Ul,I I,� I J ,. r � f J'I selves with the general pie-Higher Educati.on at the ass.ocia- ture befoIJe the matter is , ;t0ts �0;�
0
:;:�:�d�:
n
;v
e
;��t f! A Peace Corps Volunteer in group of engineers to provide im- out the solution, he sends it direct- formally brought to the 
Atla;ntic City. Senegal wants to know the mediate, practical solutions to prob- ly to the person needing it. Board. · 
Discharged faculty members ex- best method of using local 
!ems enc,ountered by members of The request for information on It is expected that the 
pressed bitterness because accredi- b 
. 
k t t 11 h l 
the Peace Corps and other Amer- making bricks of soil and small session will not last beyond 
tation was not withdrawn. In fact, 
TIC s . o erec a sma SC 00 icans on overseas assignments, as amounts of cement came from a 
they strongly advocated that the house. In Chile, a Peace Corps- )'Veil as by foreign individuals and young American Peace Corpsman 7 p.m. 
University be discredited. man is working '?'ith local In- organizations. No charge is made in Kedougou, Senegal. Bricks made Please notify Dr. Gal-
The dismissal of 31 teachers Dec. dians who are paving their for the service by the college. primarily of cement could not be lagher if you wish to ap-
15, 1965, followed a ten>month at- roads and wants to k:riow h.ow When a request is forwarded to used beca.use of the scarcity of ce- pear in order for a calen­
tempt by factions within the Uni- to set up a ·simple. d:rainage t
he college from VITA,' 'it is pro- ment. TJ;ie problem was turned over dar of appearances to be 
versicty's faculty to gain -a greater - cessed by Assistant Dean Demos to civil engineer.ing professor 
voice in school policy making. No system so that the roads won't Eitzer of the City College School Leslie Y. C. Yao, who sent instruc- completed and a i schedule 
specific reasons were ever given be washed away when it rains. of Engineering and Architecture. tions for some simple soil tests to set,· so that all may be · 
individually for the dismissals and These are only two of a numbep F.rom the more than 100 engineer- determine the quality of the earth heard.' 
no hearings were held. The admin- or technical problems which City, ing fac,ulty members, he selects an (Continued on Page 7) 
istration contended that the dis- College· engineering professors authority in the field and pa'sses 
sidents were trying to "take control have been solving in recent months the problem along to him: At this 
of the University." under a voluntary program in point, the faculty expert commu-
The dismissal of the professors which the college has been par- .nicates directly with the individ­
led to a strike against the school ticipating. The program, Volunteers ua:l overseas who initiated the re­
which began on Jan. 4. When for International 'r .echnical Assist- quest, to obtain additional details, 
classes opened this fall, skeleton ance (VITA), _was . set up by a. if necessary. After he has worked 
E,eaing Session Student Coun·cil Viewpoints 
Discussed at Annual LA.E.1,C. - Conle_rence· 
This year an eleven-mem­
li>er delegation represented the 
:Earuch School at the seventh 
annual confere�ce of the In­
ternational Association of 
Evening S t u d e nt Councils 
(!AESC) in Akron, Ohio. The 
c@nference, sponsored by _the 
University of Akron, was held 
at the Yankee Clipper Inn, a 
peaceful and huge motel locat­
ed mid-way between Cleve­
land and Akron, on November 
18, 19 and 20. 
Members of the delegation in­
cluded Dr. P. C. Li, assistant pro­
fessor of the Departl)lent of Stu-
dent Life, Joseph Nacmias, presi­
dent of Student Council and presi­
dent of the Metropolitan New York 
Region of the IAESC, and official 
voting delegate for Adelphi Univ.; 
Betty Allen, vice president of Stu­
dent Council and Baruch official 
delegate; Laura Sharwin, secre­
tary; Jonah 0telsberg, executive at 
large ; William Williams, ICB vice 
president; William Weissemberger, 
member; and Giuseppe Costantino, 
Editor-in-Chief of 'llhe Reporter. 
Three delegates: Mr. Seymour 
Simon, former president of SC and 
former treasurer of the Interna­
tional; Spencer- Pompey, council 
member; and Burdette Gratton , 
ICB representative to council, were 
active participants, even thimght 
they were not sent - officially by 
the Student Council. 
The intent of the conference was 
to enable delegates from 39 eve­
ning session colleges and univer­
sities in the United States and 
Canada exchange views and feel­
ings on methods of effective organ­
ization, participation stimulation, 
orderly expansion, group dynamics, 
effective pressure on present ,and 
pro.posed national legislation, and 
analyze new ideas to make them 
applicable at regional and local 
level. 
Delegates from the mid-western, 
northern, central, and southern re­
gions of the United States and 
Canada arrived intermittently from 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Math 
Jo Be 
1,n· a Business Curriculum 
Discussed at Baruch 
Mr. Richard Vagge, eve­
ning session Mathematics in­
structor at Baruch and Hon­
orary Faculty Member of 
Sigma Alpha Delta, will dis­
cuss "The Role of Mathemat- · 
ics in a Business Curriculum" 
on Friday, December 16, at 
6:30 p.m. 
A graduate of the College in 
1943, where he was a member of 
Beta Gamma Sigma, Mr. Vagge 
obtained his Masters from City in 
1963. 
Mr. Vagge, who has been teach­
ing at the school since 1961, said 
that the "new mathematics" is not 
entirely new. 
"It embodies, among other 
things, two fairly new educational 
concepts and one not-so-new math­
ematical concept. It incorporates 
the idea of teaching "why" as well 
as "how" to grade school children, 
and the idea of teaching subject 
matter in integrated fashion, e.g. 
Mr. Richard Vagge 
Algebra and Geometry, at in­
creasingly earlier levels. The math­
ematical concept of sets dates back 
to the middle of the nineteenth 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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'tHE R EP O R TE R  
we have to make our living by adjusting our 
personalities to a changing automated society. 
There are a few elements that favor this uto­
pian international association. We students have 
lost our traditional faith in God, and with it our 
confidence in God-ordained churches and states. 
We have lost our spirit of patriotism and broad­
ened our sense of belonging and nationalism. 
There is one sole road to salvation - a world­
wide symposium where students of all ,nations 
can talk out their views. 
A Business Students Peace Corps p1·oposed by 
the Baruch School Marketing Department and the 
already existing Volunteers for International 
Technical Assistance organization, sponsored by 
the City College School of Engineering and Arch­
itecture, demonstrate that international organiza­
tions to promote better understanding are not 
utopian but a reality. The BSPC plans to guide 
marketing activities of underdeveloped countries, 
while VITA provides practical solutions to prob­
lems encountered by members of the Peace Corps 
as well as by foreign individuals and organiza­
tions. 
It would be the right time for the Baruch 'stu­
dent Council to propose a world-wide organiza­
tion for college students. But in order to succed 
as world peace promulgators we must first solve 
some of our domestic problems. 
Back Home 
Our student government leaves much, too much 
to be desired. Student Cquncil officers lack erter-Its ·Your Future gy, alertness, and imagination. In fact most of
Baruch autonomy is to be discussed this Wed- _ the student organizations are desintegrating. 
nesday at the meeting of the Board of Higher Most of the ·Council projects remain in the realm 
Education. of theory. The stude�t-faculty: coffee hour_ 
to 
Remember _ phis ·is not t:J:te Baruch school p_romote a mo1·e effective _
channel �f �o�umca­
,which is separating, it �s you,. At �take is your ,. tion betwren_ 
th_e. tw� ?od1es �as died this term. 
career, graduate ,school and the, general quality �d the proJ ect of nsmg more revenue by hav-
f our education· in this institution. It is in your mg the graduate students pay a fee for extr�­
:t:rest to attend this meeting and voice your curri
d
cular activities has been negligently post­
·opiri or.' 
To Utopia 
It is _a fact that in 'Tess than two generations 
our epoch has actuated the thoughts of grandeur 
· of all- mankind. By putting into practice the ac� 
cumulated knowledge of scientists and by creat­
ing new, challenging and daring theories, our age 
, ·has made unprecedented progTess -in the scient\fic 
and industrial fields. Our dilema, however, is that 
�e.,.ais�. qµable to make comparable aqvancement 
iii: th� human, and social sciences. 
At this stage, we can put aside the titanic strug­
gle to conquer the physical universe and try to 
concentrate our efforts in developing the field of 
human relations. 
pone . 
We would like to· remind the Student Council 
officers that an international organization will 
prosper only when the single components have 
· ··solve their· domestic problems and are ready to· 
offer their experience to others. 
Student Council will be able to contribute be­
. yond our campus only _if and when it has shown 
ptogress in solving our pi:oblems. 
·Hail Marv!
At this time The Rep�rter would like to wel­
come, Marvin Grosswith back home. Marvin, ex­
Managing Editor of The Reporter, will be re­
membered for his, weekly· colull]-,n Wirth Noting. 
Monday December 5, 1966 
d)nJd� Windnw 
CllNlDlElfl 
Starlit cinder in my eye, 
So bold and cold and full of death 
Repelling all who come to fill 
My final just request. 
Repelling all who come to help 
To open these heavy eyes 
So the light may shine 
And sweeten the brine 
That spreads through these wretched lands. 
A sweetenei· true, it wasn't you, 
Now· those who came before, 
For altogether they tried in vain 
To open this morose door'. 
The key is hidden inside the lock, 
And so it shall remain 
As others come to try their luck, 
All of them in vain. 
MARTIN FRIEDMAN 
W ANlD_lERJING JIE�V 
I am the wandering Jew, 
The son of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. 
Through the burning deserts I have traveled, 
With parched lips, 
From Ur to Haran into Canaan. 
I have waded through the blood of my brethren, 
In my temple at Jerusalem, 
And seen the Roman defile my most holy of holies 
- my Torah. 
I lived through the inquisition of Spain, 
And the pogroms of Russia. 
I have smelled the burning flesh of my children 
. at the ovens . � 
of .Buchenwald and Auschwitz, 
I have heard the old Chasid, 
In his kaftan stained crimson by German bayonet 
Utter his death cry "Shema Isroel", 
But I prayed to Jehovah, 
And dreamt of green pastures and quiet streams, 
And my God has heard my,prayers, · ... ,. 
And led me to a land of lnilk and honey, 
Where a man walks erect and keeps his head hi! 
As I sit in my garden under th·e weeping willows, 
Where the gentle evening breeze carries the 
intoxicating 
Fragrance of sweet fiowers to my nostrils, 
And ·1 listen to the innocent laughter of my 
·children, 
I thank my Lord - and yet in the innermost 
recesses of my soul 
Where one dares not look too often, 
I ask myself -
When shall I have to leave all this,. 
For I am the wandering Jew. 
Alfred Charasz 
-; ' 
Sever�l scholars and artists of the Illuministic 
and Romantic period strongly 'advocated a utopian 
international political system. The time is ripe to 
actuate the ideas of our past humanitarians. The 
Peace Corp is one milestone in the young hist?ry 
of "world peace." But it is only one. Now is the 
time for the cultural institutions of this coun­
try to promote better understanding among na­
tions. 
�-- ---
The International Association of Evening Stu­
dent. Councils, which includes colleges and uni­
versities from the United States and Canada only, 
could also embody institutions from all over the 
world. 
We are living in a catastrophic and atomized 
world. And there is an urgent need for better 
und.erstanding of the various problems afflicting 
even the most remote countries in our planet. 
1W e collegians are the victims of conflicting 
political ideologies. Students from all over the 
world have the same basic problems. We hate 
war but we are conscripted to fight. We hate 
des;otism and tyranny, but we are abused. We 
feel helpless when confronted by the vast and 
impersonal intricacies of the modern world, but 
I 
•• 
• • • •
• ., 
Horizons 
? al • 
Glory 
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The Marketing Corner 
L-etters to 
; The Editor 
By 1973, when most E.S. freshmen marketing majors 
will be graduating, consumer and industrial advertising ca­
reers will offer them many more exciting and rewarding 
challenges.than ever before. No longer will the ad manager's 
responsibility be restricted to the tasks of approving product 
or corporate ads, preparing sales promotion material, print­
ing catalogues and annual reports, instruction manuals and 
direct mail pieces; his will be the responsibility of con­
solidating the whole of the marketing plan for his company 
- from the introduction of a new product to planning the 
organization's marketing strategy. 
This is not to say, however, that he will replace the 
higher-echelon marketing executive; on the contrary, he will 
become more important and more' depended upon to solve 
the many marketing problems his management will en­
counter. 
Those solutions will, for example, include that new prod­
uct introduc,tion which only he, the ad manager, after years 
of mass communication experience, knows has a chance of 
succeeding or failing in,the market-place. And how will he 
lmow? For one thing, by automation. To help him make the 
right decision, market data will be gathered from the field, 
fed to his department, computer-analyzed, and submitted to 
him for evaluation. This is a far cry from the advertising 
manager's job of today. Yet, those of us engaged in market­
ing know that even now many of our ever-growing, future­
minded companies are doing just that - passing on more 
and more realistic marketing functions, authority, and re­
sponsibilities to their ad managers. As a result, these middle 
management executives are b�coming increasingly aware of 
- and concerned with - the total marketing concept of their 
organizations. 
Today, those of us who aspire to become consumer or 
industrial ad managers must 'be prepared to become high 
Dear Editor: 
We we1·e very interested in the 
story in your issue of Monday, 
October 31, comparing the situa­
tion of the College of Police Science 
with that of the Baruch School. 
In the story there are a number 
of quotations attributed to one of 
us and it was indicated that both 
of us would "wholeheartedly rec­
ommend that Baruch seek inde­
pendence," We would do no such 
thing. 
Neither of us was interviewed 
by the writer of the story, Howard 
Michaels, although Lewis Sturm 
did speak to us about the experi­
ence of this College. In the trans­
mission from reporter to writer 
some things were put in quotation 
marks when they wei·e really Mr. 
Sturm's impressions. So far as the 
stateme11ts attributed to us reflect 
our appraisal of the independent 
position of the College of Police 
Science, they :;i.re basically ac­
curate. However, neither of us at 
any time did, or would, offer advice 
to the Baruch School as to what 
line of action it should pursue. 
Separation has been good for the 
College of Police Scie;nce; whether 
it would be good for the Baruch 
School is for it, not us, to decide. 
Sincerely yours, 
LEONARD E. REISMAN 
President 
DONALD H. RIDDLE 
Dean of Faculty 
ED. NOTE: We would like to 
apologize for an embarrassment 
th.at our sto�y caused you. As 
you summarized the errors were 
caused by poor co�munications 
between Mr. Sturm and Mr. Mi· 
chaels. 
level marketing decision makers if we are to make the grade. Dear Editor: 
No longer can we assume that, because we have a business By an overwhelming majority, 
,education background and are artistically inclined and crea- the Board of Directors of the 
tive writers, we will make the "best" kind of advertis- Alumni Society of the Baruch 
jng manager for Proct9r .& Gamble or IBM. The scope of �:��� P�����l \:
e�1�i!��d
t�\:! 
the future ad manager's job will go far beyond creativity. new building in the business com-
Tomorrow's advertising manager (or whatever his title) munity (mid- or lower Manhat­
-will find that his position will demand that he know the tan )and that the School continue 
-company's overall operation - inside and out. His will be the as a component of The City Col-
task of decision-making, of knowing every marketing prob- lege. After lengthy '' study and due 
lem, and, more important, of thinking like a corporate man- consideration to the Report of the 
.agement man. Faculty Task Force· on the Future 
Thus, if you "look at the industrial and consumer [ital- of the Baruch School, the Directors 
ics mine] advertising department of tomorrow ... you [will] of the Baruch Alumni Society 
A d · ·11 b voted to reject the Task Force ·see it changed into a center of marketing. n it Wl e conclusion that autonomy provided 
.marketing not only its. cqmpany's products, but it will be ·the best road for the Baruch 
marketing itself to maJlq,g�JU.ent as the center of corporate· School to follow. 
.strategy,", f?O. concludes 'Mr. Murphy. The Board of Higher Education, 
through its c4_¢rman, the Hon. 
ATTENTION:�-
GRouP-EVENTs CHAIRMEN: 
�'RED 
ZINNEMAi'IN"S 
FIDIOF 
AK1AN 
FORALL 
SEASONS 
"A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS" 
will be the motion picture 
entertainment for all times. 
Make this your organization's 
entertainment event of the year. 
Reserve the entire house 
or part, but do it in a hurry 
.because many dates are 
already sold out. 
Special rates and 
arrangem�nts available 
Porter Chandler, has urged that 
the ·voice· of the Alumni and stu­
dents, along with that of the fac-
ulty, be heard. 1 
The Al�ni Society passed a 
strong resolution and communi­
cated it to the Board of Higher 
Edilcation. Various alumni com­
mittees are at work to provide the 
facts and data to show that both 
the col.Jege and communities at 
large would best be served by 
maintaining the traditional ties to 
City College: 
Student newspapers and organi­
zations are obligated to publicize, 
educate and do everything else 
within their power to bring this 
critical matter befo1;e the student 
body. The students must examine 
the problem. and take a position. 
We hope you will allow us to 
participate in this urgent matter. 
Alumni spokesmen wi!J be happy 
Page Three 
11111 A View from Here 11111 
By MARVIN GROSS WIRTH 
- If, in the year 2066, there is anyone left to record and 
teach history, a contemporary lesson could sound like this: 
"Today, boys and girls, we will discuss the Great Conflict 
between the Individualists and the Uniformists. This was a 
most interesting war, because, although it was the forerunner 
of our modern society, and although it was fought on many 
battle grounds, the combatants - or at least the individual­
ists - never realized they were engaged in a mortal contest, 
so slowly, gradually, and deliberately was the war fought. 
"The Individualists were humans who had the strange 
notion that each person-factor was significant unto himself. 
Of course, this absurd concept was in direct contrldiction to 
our modern mode of living in which there is no 'each,' but 
instead a smooth, flawless society-machine in which all the 
people-factors are only small parts of a carefully planned 
entity. · 
"The Uniformists, true pioneers of four present-day 
world, had no altruistic intent; they were merely trades­
people whose sole motivation was profit. Although their mer­
chandise took many forms, it was really all the same product. 
It was called Convenience. 
"A good (;lXample of how the Uniformists operated can 
be seen in a crude form of early entertainment called televi­
sion. At first, there, were many television entertainments 
from which to choose. But when the Uniformists took over, 
they counted the number of people watching the different 
programs. They found out which program had the most 
watchers and concluded that this was the ·type that was 
best for ALL the people then changed the other programs 
until all of them were alike. After a whiie, the Individualists 
had to watch the same programs, whether they wanted to or 
not, so they decided to stop looking at television and go else­
where. for their entertainments. But they soon discovered 
that the Uniformists had aJready Ipoved in and were making 
them all alike, too. 
"The Uniformists also took over Music taking the 
songs that the individualists loved best and played them all 
the same way. They made recordings, which all sounded alike, 
and piped the music into all the places where Individualists 
could be found; elevators, supermarkets, public buildings, 
banks, beauty salon, student centers, everywhere. Before very 
long, it was hard to distinguish one song from another and 
the music became part of the general background of everyday 
life. Some of the' Individualists clung to the old music, "like" 
symphonies, operas, folk .songs, and jazz, but after some 
years they died away and their children and grandchild;ren, 
who had grown up hearing only Uniformist· music, came to 
believe that this was the only kind of music there was, and 
since it was everywhere, they concluded that it was the best 
music for everybody, which, of ·course, was quite right. 
"Still other Uniformists took over the building industry. 
At first there were many different kipds of buildings for 
people to live and work in, but the Uhiforntists destroyed 
them one at a time, disregarding the loud protestif>of the 
Individualists. In place of the different buildings, th'ey put 
up steel and glass boxes, with every box exactly like every 
other. There was, of course, an occasional Individualist who 
wanted the air he breathed to have a special smell, like the 
smell of the ocean or of the city, and some who wanted to 
feel a breez_e now and then, but they too soon 
1
died away and 
everyone was breathing alike. 
"Thus, in gradual stages, the Uniformists eventually 
held away: they built houses which all looked alike; they 
changed the great cities until it was impossible to distinguish 
one from another; they abolished names and gave numbers 
to everything; they cooked all the food in vast kitchens and 
distributed it, frozen, to the people so that no one would be 
tempted to cook differently; they passed laws which made it 
a crime for an Individualist to love anyone except in ac­
cordance with strict Uniformist rules. As time passed, the 
Individualists all vanished, as more and more people became 
Uniformists until life evolved as we know it now. 
"All of this began in the l960's. Aren't you glad to be 
living now, inst�ad of, say 1966? You are? Then why are you 
crying?" 
for groups of 50 or more. to appear before meetings, or 1 .--------------, 1 forums, write articles for student The Evening Session Stu- Business Mat/, . . .
Cll-FIC11RS-FRED ZINNEMANN'SR1111:A. MAN FOR ALL SEASONS" 
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ROBERT SHAW-ORSON WELLES·SUSANNAH YORK 
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, .. _.. ,·;;e· •a' Pls Cirw ·Telephone: I ifo e.11eth si:. N:_Y. N".Y.. PLaza 1-4400, ext. a20 
publications, or assist in any other 
way that the student body re- dent Council is sponsoring 
quests. The Christmas Fund Drive Yours sincerely, 
WILLARD FREEDMAN for the Association for the
ED. NOTE: We would like to Help of Retarded Children,
remind the Alumni. Society that December 5-9, 1966. 
the majority of - few has never Volunteers to help make 
counted. We hope this holds true this drive a successful one 
in determining the future of our will be deeply appreciated. 
school. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
century. It is the point of departure 
for a relatively new approach to a 
great deal of classical mathemat­
ics." 
Mr. Vagge will invite questions 
and comments from the audience at 
the conclusion of his lecture. All 
students interested in attending are 
welcome to do so in Room 407, 
Student Center Building. 
Page Four · THE REP@RTJ 
Fourteen Finalists to Vie for Miss Eveni1 
By JOSEPH RQSENBERG 
Anticipation and suspense are reaching their apex as we 
enter the final days before the crowning of Miss Evening 
Session 1967. All that remains is the crowning of our "Prin­
cess." Our princess, of course, is Miss Evening Session, the 
fair co-ed whom our judges deem to be the fairest of all our 
Evening Session damsels. 
The grand ball is the Ninth Annual I.C.B.-Reporter Dance, 
the princess who will be crowned this Friday night at the 
Hotel Americana will reign as "Miss E'vening Session" for 
1967. 
The festivities, which culminate eight weeks of prelimin­
ary judging, will begin at 9 p.m. under the guidance of Giu­
seppe Costantino, Editor of The Reporter, and Maryse Borges, 
first runner-up in our 1964 contest. As co-M.C.'s of the beauty 
pageant, they �11 introduce the fourteen semi-finalists to the 
audience. At 10:'15, the dance will resume while the judges 
deliberate their decision. 
At 11 the semJ-finalists make their second appearance of 
the ·evening and the crowning of Miss Evening Session will 
take place. Dr. Robert A. Love, Director of Ev�ning Session, 
will renew an old tradition as he crowns our winner. Assisting 
Dr. Love, and adding her beauty to the proceedings will be 
Francine La Barca, Miss E,vening Session, 1966. 
After you have read about our fourteen lovely finalists 
we invite you to try and select Miss Evening Session 1967, 
and her two runner-ups. 
The first of our fair 'beauties is twenty-three year old Mary Cali; a recent graduate of New York City Comm'[\nity 
College. Because of her interest in helping other people, Mary 
hopes to major in Psychology, and eventually work as an in­
dustrial psychologist. We don't foresee much trouble for this 
36..!26�37 charmer. 
Mary's musical tastes lean toward background and in­
strumental music. She is well versed in Russian literature arm 
the classics. Her ideal husband "should have a great deal of 
warmth and understanding." 
Miss· Cali enjoys experimenting in the kitchen in her 
spare time. She has come up with several interesting new 
recipes, and has been cooking for her family since she was 
ten -years old. 
Pennsylvania's loss is the Baruch School's gain. Meet 
charming blue-grey eyed Jeanne Faliian who came to New 
York about a year ago from Northumberland, Pennsylvania, 
where, among other things, she was the featured fire baton 
twirler with her high school marching band. Prior to coming 
to Baruch, Jeanne ,attended Penn· State for one year and 
Staten Island Community for a semester. 
In addition to her obvious 34-22-34 cha:hm;, we firid a keen 
mind with some very definite ideas about the future. Jeanne, 
. proud to have been chosen valedictorian of her high school 
graduating class, would like to major in accountin'g; obtain 
her CPA certificate; arid · eventually go to law school. 
Among her other talents - Jeanne bowls in the '130's -
once hitting a high of 1.66. 
A non-professional model with a figure to match, 34-24-36. Ch�ryl Goggins has modeled in a fashion show at the Waldorf 
Astoria. Cheryl Goggins is the Bronx's contribution to our 
contest. 
Miss Goggins is an AAS-3 majoring in secretarial studies. 
She'd like to become a legal or executive secretary; and would 
eventually like to travel throughout the world. 
Her ideal husband must be kind and consioerate. Three 
poys and two girls m-e her ideal family. 
· - llit.a Grunberg, a petite 5-2 broWh eyed, black h _aired 
beauty comes from Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn. Prior to gracing 
Baruch's hallowed halls with her trim 35.:23_35 figure, Rita 
attended Brooklyn College for one year as an AAS student. 
A qualifieo non-matric, she would like tq major in education 
and plans to teach secretarial studies on the high school level. 
Rita is a gifted seamstress and is often seen wearing 
clothing she has made for herself. Her other interests include 
bowling, ice-skating, and water skiing. 
Charming 36-26-36 Ilona Lajtay, a 2-Jr. and Sigma Alpha 
Member, plans to teach secretarial studies on the high school 
level. 
Among her hobbies are crochetting, needlepoint, em­
broidery and cooking. She is reported to be an excellent baker, 
and makes all of her own clothing. In fact, the gown she will 
be wearing Friday is one of her own creations. Her dream­
house of the future is a split-level, furnished in Mediterranean 
with lots of flowers on the lawn. 
Lovely Sharon Lucien started at Baruch as a typical stu­
dent. She went to classes and then went home. In her second 
year this hazel-eyed brunette began to take advantage of 
school activities and now "I feel like I am a part of the school." 
Among her most active roles is that of Vice President 
of the Carver Club. Modeling is one of her major interests. 
With her shapely 34-23-36 figur� along with a good model's 
height of 5-6½ she took part in Carver Club's fashion show 
last semester. 
Sharon entered the Miss Club Fifty contest and placed 
among the first fifteen. 
The only graduate student to plm:e in this year's finals 
is a green-eyed brunette, Karen 'Ludmerer a major in Elemen-
MARY CAq JEANNE FABIAN' 
CHERlYL GOGGIN RITA GRUNBERG 
ILONA LMTAY SilARON LUCIEN 
KAREN LUDMERER CAROLYN MILLER 
Last year's winneEs: (I,,, to I 
Barca, Miss E. S. 01966; Virgini 
I 
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Session Crown at Americana This Friday 
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BARBARA RUIDN 
VIVIAN RUSSO JULIANNE .SA WINSKI 
CAROL SHAINSWIT CAROLE WILLIAMS 
PRJZES 
Some of the prizes for the winners of the contest: 
Prizes Donors, 
Dinner for Two . merican Express Co. 
$15 in Records __________ City College Store 
$1 0 in Records 'City College Store 
Portable Radio __________ City College Store 
$10 Certificate for Used Books ........ Manager, Barnes & Noble 
Study Lamp _________ William Rosen, Pres. of 
Swing-O-Light, Inc. 
$50 Gift Certificate ____ Gaubaud de Paris, 5th Ave. 
14 Record Albums M.ercury Records, Inc .. · 
Various Dresses ................ Max Siegel 
Portable Radio Gramercy Photo 
JU!lDG·lES 
1. Max Siegel .................................... WQXR News Editor 
2. Burt Beagle ...................... Ex-Editor of The Reporter 
3. Marvin Grosswirth ............ Ex-Editor of The Repo1·ter 
4 . ........................................................................................... . 
5 . ............................................................................... ............. . 
tary Education, Child Study and Adjustments, currently 
teaches Kindergarden for the Board of Education. 
Karen enjoys working with children. This past summer 
as a participant in operation "Headstart," she taug,ht under­
privileged children in Spanish Harlem. 
Aside from children, music plays a big part in her life. She 
plays piano - both classical and popular, and loves to dance. 
CanoliYD Miller, a typist for one of the city's largest banks, 
likes all kinds of music - although none to excess. Modeling 
and drawing a:re among her favorite hobbies. Although she 
enjoy.s watching modern dancing, Carolyn cannot perform the 
intricate steps required. 
Miss Miller ·attended Manhatta:n Medical School where 
she studied X-Ray Technology, bu.t later found she preferred 
nursing to technology. However, changing ones irnnd is a 
woman's perogative, and she now prefers the business field 
and wouild like to become a legal secretary. 
Basketball is her favo,r
ite swort - and only - spectator 
sport. She does not participate in any sporting activities. 
Hazel-eyed, red headed Elyse Roth is a non-matric plan­
ni:qg Jo major in 'advertising. 
A five-:lioot�r, Elyse is v,ice president of HUB and acting 
,president of the .Roaring 20's Co-ed Club. Her talents include 
painting .and photography, motion pictures and stills. 
Ice skating; stamp collecting, reading, and movies are 
among her interests. 
Long-range plans include marriage to her ideal - 5-10, 
dark-haired ,executive type .. 
·Shapely, .36-26�36, Barbara Rubin, is no stranger to con­
itests. She was selected class singer in the 1965 Miss Theodor.e 
Roosevelt· contest Although she will ·settle for a business 
1ca1Jeei:, she would really like to -b:r;eak into show business: She 
1mourns -the fact that we have no glee· club or similar activity 
1in the Evening Session. 
Barbara also bowls in the 150's, likes to dance, and does 
volunteer work for Muscular Dystrophy and other charities. 
Her musical interests range from the classical and opera to 
,show tunes. She modeled in several high school fashion shows 
1and.appeared as a solois.t with the All-City High School Chorus 
10n a show televised from Lincoln Genter. 
Dark-haired Vivian Russo enjoys many sports - bas­
lketball, bowling, horseback riding, tennis, handball, and swim­
ming to mention just a few - she sometimes thinks of her­
·self as more of a ·boy than a girl. Somehow, after looking at 
lher well propoutioned 37½-26-36 figure, one may be inclined 
Ito question her judgment. 
1 · At Catherine McAuley High School in Brookly.n, Viv was 
1elected to both the National Ho:qor ,So.ciety and the National 
Business Honors Society. She iis a legal secretary at present, 
'but would like to obtain her degree -f.rom Bar.uch and teach 
\business subjects on either the high school or college level. If 
1she succeeds, male registration lil business courses may take 
1a sharp upturn. 
' Baruch 'theatre goers will remember our ,next finalist. 
Julianne Sawinski appeared as one of the dancers in the 
'Theatron production of "Once Upon a Mattress." She is no 
stranger to beauty contest11 either, Julianne was selected as 
!Queen of Long Island City High School 1963 Prom, a quarter 
finalist in the Miss Teen�Age America Contes.t and a semi­
finalist in the Miss Polish .A!merica Contest. Julie tells us 
•
1 that she has gained a great deal of self-confidence from her 
1 contest and stage appearances. 
This 34.:25_35 blue-eyed management major has set her 
•long range goals toward a degree in personnel and a job in 
lthe field. 
Brown-haired, brown-eyed, 34-23-34. Carol Shainswit .is 
1 our next finalist. When not .attending , classes she likes to 
participate in her favorite sports, horseback-riding, swim­
ming, dancing, and tennis. 
A graduate of Forest Hills High School, in Queens, Carol 
has been attending Baruch since January, 1964. She hopes to 
major in marketin-g·. 
Former�y a Queensite, Carol now· resides in lower Man­
hattan. She likes the site very much because of the avail­
ability of theatres, movies an'd good plays. 
A 1-Junior Carole 'Williams is an education major, her 
ambition being to teach business subjects on the high school 
level. She is presently employed at Columbia Broadcasting 
System as an Executive Secretary. 
A petite 5�3, 34-24-36, Carole lists dancing, skating and 
working with children among her special interests. Cooking is 
one of her better talents, and barbecued spare ribs are her 
specialty. 
Our final beauty accumulated quite a collection of awards 
at Charles Evans Hughes High School in Manhattan. Among 
her awards was an $800.00 scholarship from the Office Exe­
cutive .Association to further her education in business; 
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Student Center Program 
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(The foilowing articles have been submitted by the respective C!ubs and Organizatians) 
Politics ·. On Monday night at 8;30 p.m.: in Room 403 of Student Center College Young Dems will have its regular me'eting. Among the topics to be discussed is· a view of Viet­N am. All interested students are invited to attend. Refreshments will be served. Join us. 
Adver�ising 
Jerome K. Aronow Concert Hall, 133 St. and Convent Ave. Admis­sion free. 
Camera The Camera Club will meet at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 7, Room 307 Student Center. Bring samples of pictures or slides that you have taken. Please limit them to six slides. We will also set up a schedule of activities. P.S.: Bring a friend. 
noy will speak on recruitment pro­cedures in the Taxation Dept. The Tax Division of the Account­ing Society will meet in the same room at 8 :30. Refreshments will be served at both meetings. All are invited to attend. 
HUB HUB is a social organization organized with the idea that col­lege education does not .come from books alone. Fun and new friends can be found in HUB. So come down this Friday and meet the House that will be your home at Baruch. 
Student Council - What Is It? 
,£� 
How One Becomes __ a Member 
' . ''"' By FRANK HODGES are elected directly by you, the stu-The purpose of this article is to dent. inform our fellow Baruchians about The qualifications and require­student government, and to hope- ments are minimal, and most ap­fully enlist their interest in be- plicants are eligible to hold office. coming active members of Student So now that you !mow all about Council. Student Council, why join? We have chosen this particular The greatest benefit to be derived time to write because the general from belonging to Student Coun­elections to Student Council offices cil is leade1,ship. It is by working will_ be coming up during the .with ?ther people and by assuming Sprmg S�mester registration, and ce_rtam responsibilities that you enough time must be allowed for will develop leadership qualities campaigning. that will prove invaluable after The first meeting of the Ad­vertising Club will be on Monday, Dec. 5, 1966 at 8 :30 p.m. in Room 407 of the Student Center. We will be there uµtil 11 p.m. All interest, ed studep.ts are ,invited to attend, An Executive Board will be ap­pointed. to help plan next, semesters program. If you are interested but cannot attend, leave your name, 
address and telephone number in Room 104 of the Student Center. 
First we begin with the source graduation. It is here that you can The premier of the film on Kem- of all authority _ the Board of tes your executive or administra-po Karate was received enthusiast- r Higher Education. It is from the tive ability. 
Karate 
ically. We wish to express our 1,arver Board of Higher Education that As a member of Council you will gratitude to one of our club mem- Faculty derives its authority. Fae- b_e voting on behalf of .your par-bers, Mr. Moreno, who was kind On Friday evening Carver Club ulty, in turn, delegates authority ticular �lass on such vital issues as enough -to show us the film. held a general membership meet- to a committee called the Faculty- Separation �r?m CCNY 'Uptown, We will discuss the possible use ing. The major topic of discussion Student Committee on Student Af- and Free Tuition. of the gym this Friday, 7:30 p.m., was the forthcomirig Ski Trip to fairs. This Student-Faculty Com- :r-{o time? Nonsense! 
Music 
Rm. 205, Student Center. Gore Mountain scheduled for Jan- mittee, as it is called, stands at Student Council meets bi-weekly 
-Fred Chin uary 27th. , . , . the, hefld 9f our student govern- for exactly one hour and 45 min-. All interested students are we!- ment with-$tudent Council and the utes, and generally no more than The Fall Concert series of the A come to- join in what promises to Inter-Club Board as the lower one or two additional hours of Uptown _Center will be continued ttountinn be_ a gala fun-filled weekend. branches. work will be' requii·ed of you. this Thursday, December 8, with :I The Student-Faculty Committee We hope that you will take ad-Beethoven's Trio in Bob Major, The next meeting of the Ac- U L is composed of four students and vantage of this OPJ?Ortunity and -Opus 97 (Archduke), and Trio, counting Society will be held on neurew three Faculty members. The stu- serve yourself by serving others. Opus posthumous. Featured will be, Wed., Dec. 7 at 9:45 p.m. in the dents a:ce nominated and elected the Please leave your name in Room Felix Galimar, violin, Otto Deri, Marble Lounge. The feature speak- The next meeting of the Hebrew leaders · of the existing organiza- 104 or Box 9B in the 22nd Street Cello, and Fritz Jahoda, piano. er will be Ml'. Jay Portnoy, the S?ciety will be held on Thursday; tic>ns and clubs, namely,' Student Student Center Building or call The concerts, presented by the De- Personnel ,Officer of the New York :11fht, December 8th at 8:30 p.m. Council, the litter-Club Board and any of the following members of p_artment of Music, are held in the State Dept. of Taxation. Mr. Port-· m Room 407, Student Center. the executives of the clubs. The the Board of Elections: Jonah We will have a Chanukah eel- faculty members are appointed by Otelsberg; JU 6-4000, Frank ebration featuring two movies on the Director of Students, Dr. Rob- Hodges, TA 7-7523; ,Fred Altschu-
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE Israel to be followed by Israel and ert A. Love.' , !er, BA 7-0729. social danci'ng. . Student Council is composed of I-------------', ' 'll' ,' rJ 1' ' 
EXAMINATIONS FOR ALL SUBJECTS LISTED BELOW Wl!LL 
BE HELD AT THE .23RD STREET CENTER. Conflicts must be· re­
ported ·to ttfe Evening ,Session Office (see Bulletin Board Notice) Con­flict examinations will be. held at 6 :00 p.m. in Room 4 South. 
Refreshments wil\ be served. !�:��Y·:e:t���:nt�-�:1�;::�t:�f��� College Student. 
Council 
fro� the Freshman, Sophomore, Jumor, Senior, Graduate and Non­Matriculated clases, and one rep­6:15 p.m. Acct. 204, 221 Advt. l-24, 9720 
, Wednesday, January 11, 1967 Acct. 210, 9707 Advt. 120 
8:30 p.m. 
TYPING and CLERICAL 
Afternoons Mon. thru Fri l to 6 PM 
Driver's License Necessary 
$p5 hour 
-CAL:L 582-1324 
The next Evening Session Stu- resentative from the Inter-Club dent Council meeting will be held Board. With the exception of the on Tuesday, December 6, at 8:45 I_.C.B. representative, the students P.M. ____ ___: ___ ___:_:_::...'....=========== ·i",ip. 2'0 . · ns. 186 '' I; ktg. 110, 9715 Mat. 160 Pub. Rel. 1-29 .,;Real Est. 193 · k -iRet. 130 ., ,,$,ec. St. 401, 403, 407, 411-11, 413, 
Mktg: 211, 219, 9716, 9718 Real Est. 190, 194 Ret. 134 Sec. St. 402-13, 404 BHE Meeting . . .
(Continued from Page 1) \hree years, and construction has 'been started on a new $26-million, 34-acre campus in Bayside. ,,. 417 ! 
6 15 Thursday, January 12, 1967 8:30 p.m. 
A temporary office for York __ : __ P_.m_._..!.,..,__, ---'""-'  ___________________ 1 College will be set up Thursday, Acct. 205 1 Acct. 211 when Dr. Kenny takes over his Advt. 121, 128 ', Advt. 1�2, 9724 new PO!lt, in the City University's Inter. _qµs. 9742 Health Ed. 71 Graduate Center at 33 West 42nd Mktg'."212;"-312 Law 101, 102, 103, 8100 Street. Math1!,!5+, 53, 67, 150B, 151. 152, Marketing 9711 York College will be a five-year 8000, -9700 institution, off�ring four years of Sec .. St. 405,- 411-21; 415 undergraduate study and a year of graduate work on the master's ·de-6:15 p.m. ' Mo11-day, January 16, 1967 8:30 p.m. gree level. -A-U-vt ___ 9_7-23�, -. ,-. -----'------A-d -vt _ _ 9_7_01-,- 9- 7-2-5 _______ 1 The establishment of the new Credit 170 Inter. Bus. 9740 college was authorized last month Human Rel. 601 Inter. Trade 141, 246 by the board in a move to expand Ins. 280 -Mgt. 107, 205, 9715 the enrollment capacity of City University. 
Linter. BTusd. 9714496 ::atfE!7t _o o9796 This Wednesday the City College nter. ra e committee of the board will meet Mgt. 109, 9701 stat. 971o , 9755 [see box on page 1] to discuss Mktg. 114, 9714 Baruch autonomy. The committee's Pub. Rel. 203 report, based on the open hearing, Ret. 9735 will have a strong effect on the Se.c. St. 402-21, 447, 467 final action of the board. Stat. 15, 9721, 9757 To date, The Reporter, The 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, January 17, 1967 8:30 p.m. Campus, The Greek Way, Student ---=------------------------1 Council (Eve.) and Sigma Alpha Acct. 222, 262 Acct. 103, 260 (Day) have endorsed the separa-Advt. 125 Inter. Bus. 9743 tion drive. The College of Liberal Credit 271 Inter. Trade 140, 341 Arts faculty are expected to rec-Ecop.. 101, 102 Mgt. 105, 9713 ommend that Baruch move uptown. Inter. Bus. 9746 Mktg. 21-0,· 8100, 9702, 9719 Unexpectedly, the Baruch Alumni Mgt. 201, 9710 Real Est. 191, 9790 Society has claimed that Baruch, Mktg. 112, 310, 9710, 9712, 9717 Psych. 1 as an autonomous college, cannot Real Est. 299, 9796 Stat. 9760 survive. They dispute the state-Ret. 137, 9737 ments of Dr. Gallagher, Dean Saxe Stat. 358 and the Baruch faculty that the Tax. 9784 problems of administration in absentia cannot be solved within the current relationship. They strongly recommend the status quo. 6:15 p.m. Wednesday, January 18, 1967 Acct. 101, 9701 r.;Igt. 202, 9706, 9720, 9721 Stat. 9751 . ': Tax. r9'782 I 
Acct. 102, 203, 8100 Mgt. 204, 9708, 9724 Stat. 8015 Tax. 9783 
6:15 p.m. Thursday, January 19, 1967 Mgt. 103,, 8100, 9700 Stat. 9720, 9759 Mgt. 106, 304, 9716 Stat. 9722, 9758 I 
Polit. 1 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
REPORTER OFFICE HOURS Monday thru Thursday 5:00 - 11:00 Room 420 Student Center 
)·-' 
You mow what I just discovered? Equitable holds job interviews all year round, not only before graduation. Holy microbes! 
Any time is a good time of the year for a talk with 
Equitable. Subject: some of the most exciting career 
opportunities available today. Get more information 
about year-round interviewing at Equitable from your 
Placement Director. 
� An Equal Opportun-ity Employer, M/F 
The EQUITABLE Life Assurante Society of the United States 
ft\\\\" Homo Office, 1285 Avenue of th0Amorlca1, Now York, N. Y, 10019 ,.,u\� © Equ;toblc 1965-66 
Monday, December 5, 1966 
/AES( . . .
(Continued from Page 1) 
2 to 8 p.m. on Friday. A general business meeting was held from 8:00 to 12:00 during which IAESC executives read their 
reports. 
colleges and universities which were represented at the meeting seem to be afflicted by lack of stµ­dent participation. "Effective Pro­gramming for the Evening Stu­dent," was discussed during a workshop meeting. St1;1dents ex­posed their successful or unsuccess­ful methods of motivating the "overtired" evening students to participate in student life activi­ties and student government. La Salle University, Chicago, accord­ing to his delegate's report, enjoys a successful student participation­"Om: clubs have large member­ships, our social -programs are well attended.'' The meeting was headed by Mr. W. Craig Wilkin:son, Sir George William University, Montreal, who 
acted as moderator. All partici­pants came to agree that personal contact, use of the telephone, and 
letters addressed to student's wives and parents could be the right answer to tickle interest and increase student participation in the school affairs. 
THE REPORT ER Page Seve)l 
Movies Planned 'Satislactory1 or Fail' Option 
T.,�?,��!n�!-�!.�,t� Chosen J-1 at Rochester
announced the first film showing Rochester, N.Y. (LP.) _ and encoura�ing, stude�ts to ex­at the 21st Street Center. The More than one out of three plore a wider range of subjects. silent ·film Variety will be shown The option was adopted after fac­on Monday, December 12, in room undergraduates in the Uni- ulty and undergraduate committees 124 at the 21st Street Center at versity of Rochester's College had studied similar plai:i� on other 5 :45 P .. M. Subsequent . showings of Arts and Science used the campuses. will be held in the Oak Lounge on College's new "satisfactory- , The fields which enrolled the tche second Tufloo1d· of thde WStuddent fail" option in choosing their largest number of undergraduatesenter on es ay an e nes- on the "satisfactory-fail"' option, day, December 13 and 14 at 5:15. courses iri the spring semes- according to the reP,orj;,_ were En-The film is one of the most im-, ter of 1966; according -to a re'- glish, foreign and comparative portant and influei:i,tial to have port released by the largest li'terature, history, mathematics, come out of . the silent era. The academic unit of the Univer- ap.d philosopyh. camera, techmques, now generally 't 'assumed in virtually all movie- SI y. 'Prefer f.iberal Arts making, were at that time revolu·- The new system permits under­tionary. graduates i:t;t the College of Ai,;s 
On Saturday morning following the brief but heartfelt welcoming address by Dr. Dominic J. Guzzet­
ta, senior vice president of Univer­
sity of Akron, Dr. Warren Guthrie, Ii>i:vector of Public Relations, Standard Oil of Ohio, delivered the key-note speech: "Problem Solving in the Group Situation." Dr. Guthrie, who spoke with highly­amusing humor, stated that since today we live in an epoch of high 
social mobility and fast industrial and educational changes, we are conf.ronted by numberless prob­lems. Every problem needs to be approached in a rational way; but, 
he also pointed out that because we 
have physical and intellectual li­mitations we must learn from the experience of others. Dr. Farmer, , c o C: r d  in a t  o r, Evening Department of Stu-
Starring is Ernie! J.annings, who and Science to take, one course in won fame starring opposite Mar- which they receive no gra,de except Jene Dietrich .in Blue Angel. "satisfactory" or "fail." , Accord­Jannings' movies Jiav� been fea- ing to figures released, 304_ fr�sh­tured quite often in the Museum men, 277 sophomores, 211 Jumors, of Modern Art's series of silent and 169 seniors elected to take �n film showings. ungraded course. These represent-
The individuai courses· most fre­quently selected on this basis were primarily in thJ:! humanities;, the, top five were English and Amer­ican Masterpieces ( elected by 60 :students 'on an ungraded. basis), Archty,pes, a comparatiye literature, ·course (also 'elected by 60 stu­dents), Masterpieces of European Literature (50 students), American Intellectual History (45 students), and General Biology (45 students). 
The Right Formula dent Life, City College of New The IAESC 7th annual confer- y ork, discussed: "Legislation and ence's motto: "So You Think the Evening Student.'' She pointed Basketl,11/1 
ed 36% of the freshmen, 36% of the sophomores, ·42% of the jun­iors, and 39% of the seniors in the College of Arts and Science. You've Got A Problem" speaks per out how present and proposed legis- (Continued from Page 8) se. Each delegation hoped to-\solve, lation can affect evening students Fishman joi�ed tpe team at mid- The new sy�1tem was initiated on this campus as a means of reducing the pressure for grades 
Students enrolled in more than 130 different courses in 34 fields on an ungraded basis. (Unlike the situation here, freshmen at Prin­ceton University,, which introduced a similar system last year, showed less inclination to take an ungraded . course than other students, accord­ing to an article in The New York Timrs. At Princeton about threes · quarters ' of the undergraduates ' elected 3;� µngra:ded co,urse.) 
at least theoretically, some of the and what they can do to . exert sell.son after playing _with the most pressing problems afflicting group pressure on Washington. freshman .team .. He aver:j.ged 13.3. evening students as well as their There are moi:e than five million Howard and Drobner were also in organizations. To exchange ideas on evening students in this country. If double figures ,a\ieraging 11.9 and V/f A • • more effective methods of program- students wouia unite their effort 11.1 respectively. Drobner is the ming and organization, and to al- and become an·homogeneous group, biggest of the trio at 6-0·. Weber (Continued from Page 1) low students to learn from exper.i- they could make their voices heard. averaged 3�1, but was used prim- and the smallest amount of ce­ence of others 32 workshops were She regretted that we are not only arily as a ball-handler. ment required. Since the climatic formed. The subjects discussed neglectea by the federal govern- the four ne'w faces to the tean1 conditi9ns in Senegal vary from ranged from methods to help the ment but actually are ignored. "All are sqphomores . Dennis Hick�y, very hqt. and dry'_ to extreme rain evening student feel part of cof- they know down there is the day Larry Bazzani, and Sal Tricamo, ap.d dampness, Professor Yao s'ug-lege through social programs, student." S,o all the various, legis_-
1 
and senior Jerry Mahne. Trj:.camp g\'!sted that. the Pbce Corpsman -orientation, seminars and academic lation rega,rds the full time stu- pfayed fresh'.man ball last year. test . the bricks for du,rability by -H-·igher Percen·tag· e· ·.organizations, to impro:ve the even- 9-ents. To help combat this, it was Giving away , to9 much height first placing them in the hot. sun ing student image, to successfully suggested that the future IAESC was a problem for the team last, for· four or five days and then 
Of 6 d s d' coordin!\te prol:llem0solving efforts conferences b .e held in Washington year and could' ,be again'this year, soaking them in water for another '· ra· tu e· n·tswith the day session students, and with the participation of. senii.tors The JV ca�'t af:fortl �o ·tul:Il' the thr�e : ol", four 'da:_:ys. In ·_additi�n,; . : , /. r ,1 :.,,,,l.J":' , to create bettel' communication and repl:-esentatives
,.
: ball over too many times m ·the· brushmg dhe ·bricks w:itht, stif.fi R_.,., . . ; _ ., -. . __ (·_:D , . between administr/lti9n, faculty and game and still win. brush�s 'ti:i deter��ne thei:r ability ece1ve:,· egrees students. New Association 1'he �chedul':! opened at home to withstand dismtegrat10n was ·,, 11,.1 · .. 0• One of the most- afflicting pr,;,b- This year's c;onference has some- last' Friday with the Hunter J,V. also urged. (CPS) � A higher per-lems which plague§ all ES student what he1pea, the Evening,Collegiat�. A: tot:).t.qf 12 gai;µes are .sche.duleq. ·Professor David Muss,' another · · c-····-""'f t d , -u councils and, th'Eifr 'disappearing o�- Press Association t'o come into Home and · home contests are civil engineer, provided the in- cen age O . O • _ay s co ege ganizatfons is student apathy. All being. The ECPC essentially aims booked with New York Tech formation on road-building for the graduates JS gomg on to re-to promote exchanging of journal- Fresh1:1en, Hunter sy, Queen7 Peace Corps Volunteer in _PhP.- ceive post-graduate and prO:. 
�ou'II get 
more out of skiing 
with. 
SKIING 
Theln_ew se'a�orf is just around tfi� cornef; and there's no better wat,to· 
get set for it .tha .n with SKIING. The new November issue gives you the. low-down on what the experts really think about some of the le.ad· ing br-ands of skis . . .  provides inval­ualile ,technique tips on the proper use of poles .•• previews the late�t skiwear styles .• :shows why our girl competitors, -are gett(�g better and better .. :covers the sk11ng scene from Val d' !sere France to Heavenly Val­ley, California in full color ••• and lots more. 
1111 In the November Issue of 
SKIING JUST 60¢. ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL HALF-PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIDN RATE-AVAILABLE THROUGH COLLEGE BOOKSTORES. 
SKIING-
SKI 'fESTS: Hart• Kneisal •<Rossignol 
Ski With Us: France• C.lifomla • Vermont 
Stein,Eriksenicomes to lnstructfon Comer 
ism experiences and to give spe- JV, Kingsbo_ro Com�umt! College, lan_elbun, Chile,. :The Prpql�m .. ;�1,1 fessional . degrees, accordi;ri.g cial assistance - technical as well and Cathed� al College. Smgle con- Chile was co�phcated by_J.a .I,1cl,{ to data .released recently .by editorial - to newborn papers. A tests are with ,face JV, and Pratt of funds, making the use of .:;,_t�el . . , . ', few attendants objected that the _Freshmen. drainage pipes impossible. Wood ,the 1!-S .. Office. of Educati�n. association should ·have more chal- planks couldn't used because wood' Durmg the academic year end-
lenging goals and a more concrete and a roma:µce -�-jp.spiricn,g . qance was very scarce and any wood th�' ing June �965 -, when Americii.ns program. e:rrded t�e b,µ§.y- day, Actua11'y,['(W:h�f1 Indians couid find was usually won-.mo:re �pllege, and university A_ filling smorgasbord supper the orchest;va:· stoppe�, delegations needed as fuel for cooking. 'P,fo- degrees :than'" ever before - nfas­went to work in. their private fessor Muss- suggested the use of ter1s degrees showed a greater i,ate , ,. rooms. While a few' of them V\'ere large rocks as a base for the . road, of ,incr�ase t,han bachelor'.s , de­
ALADIN 
COFFEE SHOPPE 
featu,ring the Fin est 
• Sandwiches
• Combination & 
Triple Decker 
Sandwiches 
,• Platters 
• Eggs & Omele}fes
• Salads & 
Dairy Dishes 
• Desserts
• Soups 
• Charcoal Broiled
Hamburgers 
• Founfai_n' Delights
·= 150 EAST 23rd STREET 
GR 5:3970.1 
discussing' Sunday's elections, covered by vines, bushes. and dwarf grees. Doct�rates had the greatest 0th.er groups' staged sit-ip.s ii). the bamboo ,all of which were indigeri- percentage ircrease of all, the Of­corridors of the motel. Students of ous to · the area and readily acces- fice reported. ,;,,' 
various colleges and universities sable, as was gravel which was Ph,.. 1 S :· 'l "'if.' •,1.1:i ,., sat on the floor toasting to their recommended as the final surlac- �s�c_a , ci�����-,-�0!'.ghl r n�w friendsh�ps·., ing. material. . As· in preyious years; .'theAield 'Ori Sunday m,orning, after fo'eak- Another i'etjuest came from a of education was. ·the most popular sat .on the floor toasting to their Peace Corpsman in Daule, Ecua- among those earnirrg bacheior's and the IAESC officers for the acad- dor, who was working with ,a rural masteit•s degrees. ·Among those ,re­
emic year 1966-67. electrification cooperative . and ceiving doctorates; education was 
' Elections of Off,icers 
Most feit that the favorite, Miss Karen Carson, .. Sir George Wil­liarri_s University, would win tlie presidency, But Mr. James Quinn, Villanova University (Philadel­phia) a • dynamic person, who well presented· to tpe voting delegates his ego ideal, was elected president. Howe.Yer, supported by the City College · delegation, Miss Carson was unanimously elected 1st vice president. The. other officers are: Mr. Thomas Henkel, Canisius ' Col­lege, Buffalo, 2nd vice president; Miss Judy Raulf, Rider College, Trenton, recording secretary; Miss Georgia .1 Philips, University of Akron, correspondent secretary; 
and Mr. Bruce Roper, Loyola of Baltimore, treasurer. . As the elections ended the vari­�us. de�egation met for their re­gional meetings. Mr. Joseph Nac­mias, president' of the Metropolitan New York Region and president of Student Council, was awaxded a certificate t,f merit for his inde­fatigable contribution to the bettel:­mentof this association. When the conference came to an 
end, the 7th annual IAESC's mot­to : "So You Think You Have Got A Problem" was less actual. Del­
egates brought home most of their problems solved - in theory, 
wanted to know the best. way o;E second to the physical sciences by a' using the cooperative's three gen- small margin. •Oi' erators. Pr9fessor :aenry Hansteen The annual survey· also sho'wed of the college's electrical 'engineer- that .. ing department ,worked out a sim-· -in all, 667,592 degrees were, pie way of combining the · coopera- earned by 410,573 men and 257,109 tive1s generators for greatest ef- women. The total is 8 per cent ficiep.cy -, so that output could be more than in the 1963-64 academic: increased as power demands grew· year. each evening. In the Philippines vi1lage of Pa- -Bachelor's degrees, totalling gadian, a member O f t h  e 493,000, were up 7 per cent from Peace Corps needed detailed · in- the previous year. Master's degrees formation on structural strength· totalled 112,000, up 11 per cent, · formulas for reinforced . concrete and doctorates reached 16,500, a gas tanks. Professor Donald 14 per cent increase. Brandt, of the civil engineering -First-prof e s s i on a l  degrees, department checked his reference granted chiefly in medicine, law, manuals and solved the pro,blem and religion and requiring, ni'ore easily by' sending complete tables than four years of study, went up 
of formulas with instructions on W per cent to 46,000. how to use 'them. -'The iis',500 bachelor's degrees The college has also received in education accounted for nearly some problems it couldn't solve. one-fourth of all bachelor's ,: de­One came recently from Ceylon. grees. The 43,700 master;s degi·ees Practical information was sought in education represent about two­on biological fuel cells, which util- fifths of the degrees .in ,this cate­ize human wastes, for production of electricity in rural areas. Al­though Deai1 Eitzer haq to reply that knowledge of the technjque was not yet sufficiently advanced to prpvide a ,practical and econom­ical method, he pointed out that as research in the field progressed, 
an answer might be found in a few y�ars. 
gory. .. 1 , -The physic;;i!,l ',sciencies led_. in doctorates, with ·2·,soo. Education was second with 2;700 and· en­gineering tJ:iird · with 2,100. 
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Baruch Beats B'klyn, 94-69 
As Basketball Season Opens 
Bright Future Foreseen 
By JV Basketball T earn 
By BURT BEAGLE 
The Baruch Evening Ses­
sion basketball team opened 
its season on a successful 
note Thursday by overpower­
ing Brooklyn College School 
of General Studies, 94-69, at 
the losers' Roosevelt Hall. 
The victory ended a six-game 
losing streak from last season. 
Brooklyn is 1-2 for the season. The 
teams meet in a return match Fri­
day night in Hanson Hall at 7:30. 
Brooklyn stayed even with 
Baruch for the first fifteen min­
utes. Then the superior height and 
backboard control of the City team 
began to take its toll. Trailing 
27-26 with five minutes left in· the 
half, the Baruch team put on a 
22-5 surge that carried it to a 
48-32 halftime lead. 
Baruch pulled away in the sec­
ond half to lead by 33 points at 
one stage. Coach George Wolfe 
cleared his bench and Brooklyn 
managed to cut the final margin 
down to 25 points. 
The Baruch balance showed up 
in the final statistics which had 
five men in double figures in scor­
ing and four in dou_ble figures in 
St. John's . . .
With seven lettermen back 
rebounding. Jerry Cohen took scor- seven points of the half to make plus two transfers from the 
ing honors with 24 points includ- it 16 consecutive points before Baruch Evening Session team, �; J;0 �al�:0:sf:�. t�l k�� Brooklyn snapped the skein on the City College JV basket­
sler had 19 points and 11 rebounds Silverstein's jump shot. ball team went into the 1966-
before fouling out. His 18 points Playing the high post against 67 season with a lot of experi­
in the first half kept the Evening the zone, Alamo continually got ence, even though they lack 
team in the game. free to hit a five straight jump height. 
Joe Bates came on strong in the shots. With Bates netting 12 Coach George Wolfe has Mitch 
second half to score 18 points and points in five minutes the margin Drobner, Gil Fishman, Stan Gins­
grab 13 rebounds. Larry Williams reached 92-59 with two minutes berg, Richie Goldwater, Danny 
got 17 points and 14 rebounds. to play. Brooklyn made several Howard, Stan Weber and Dave 
Armando Alamo playing less than steals in the final two minutes to Hirsch back from last year's 4-5 
a half got 12 points and 10 re- close the deficit slightly. team. 
bqunds. He hit his first five shots Suskincl led Brooklyn with 20 Gone are high scorer Marty 
in the second half to break apart points while Silverstein got 13. Hutner who is up with the varsity 
Brooklyn's attempt at a zone de- Baruch played without center Mike and George Anderson the top re­
fense. Bob Corson, another of the Dercautan, who dressed but didn't bounder who has transfeITecl to nw faces, didn't score, but came get in because of an injured ankle. Evening Session. 
clown with 7 rebounds. I .-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii� j 
Baruch ran up a 10-4 lead at the 
start of the game as it hit on its 
first five floor attempts. Brooklyn 
bounced back with Bruce Suskind 
hitting outside to take a 14-13 
lead. Ressler hit for 10 straight 
Baruch points to offset Suskincl's 
shooting and the lead changed 
hands several times. A free throw 
by Allan Silverstein gave Brook-
Don't Buy the LEXICON Yet 
· Wait Until D,ec. 19,
When It Will C-01st $12 More 
�  th: ��� Ii
e
��as'�t� f�i: t!�! To make the LEXICON available to more students we have 
they lead. reduced the price to $5. However, if 400 orders are not 
Two free throws by Cohen put placed by December 19th we must raise the _price. 
Baruch ahead and baskets by Almo The LEXICON will contain a complete review of the year's 
and Williams began to open up the college activities. All events and honors will be highlighted. margin. In the final three minutes In honor of the graduating class of 1967 an entire section (Continued from Page 1) Baruch ran off a 13-l streak. Wil- is devoted to their four year history. 
States upheld the school's accredit- Iiams hit three baskets in the spurt 
ation "for the time being." and Cohen added a 3-j:>oint play. We know you'll want the '67 LEXICON. We urge you to 
Both the AAUP and UFCT are Brooklyn switched from man-to- place your order now. W.e don't want to raise the pr-ice. We. 
staking their reputations on the man into a 2-1-2 zone in the sec- would rather you keep the $12. 
St. John's controversy. Last year 11o�n�d�h
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iI�·s:_t��������������������������-I the AAUP censured the University I -
at its national convention for viol­
ating the 1960 AAUP statement on 
Academic Freedom and Tenure. It 
also advised professors against ac­
cepting positions at the school. 
"The prestige of the AAUP is 
now on the line," according to Dr. 
William McBrien, one of the dis­
missed faculty members. An AAUP 
official confirmed that if the St. 
John's accreditation is not re­
voked, "censure - the strongest 
weapon so far - would appear a 
roost' ineffective technique." 
What the UFCT lacks in pres­
tige, on .the other hand, it triE!s to 
make up in militancy. UFCT Presi­
dent Dr. Israel Kugler claims that 
the AAUP has "commendable prin­
ciples," but lacks the power to en­
force them. 
The Union has relied on collec­
tive bargaining and the use · of 
strikes, boycotts, and picketing to 
achieve its goals, with limited suc­
cess to date. 
Previous Viewpoints 
If the University is disaccredit­
ed, it will be a mixed victory for 
both groups. The threat of censure 
against any university by the 
AAUP may then infer loss of ac­
creditation as well. As a result of 
the prompt UFCT action taken 
against the school last year, union 
officials hope to persuasively bill 
their organization as an immediate 
recoUise for "faculty members in 
trouble." 
The Union, in addition, credits 
itself with goading the AAUP into 
speedy action at St. John's - point­
ing to the fact that the AACP 
report on the dismissals appeared 
in two months instead of the usual 
18. 
If accreditation is continued, it 
will augur more militancy, not less, 
the UFCT maintains. Kugler says 
his organization intends, in that 
��Jci1!0 s�i�t :;d "f�;ac!it!;eai:�� 
crediting process." 
If Middle States does not revoke 
claims, "It would be difficult to 
imagine just what it would take to 
lose it." 
Loss of accreditation serves no­
tice that experts see serious de­
ficiencies in an institution. Ap­
proval is seldom revoked. Even 
then, the issues at St. John's -
academic freedom, tenure, and due 
process - are new ones for the 
accrediting agencies. 
® ® ® ®jf 
�tubble, stubble 
W'bishers are 
trouble! 
Eyes right for the new Norelco Tripleheader Speedshaver 35T. 
You're finished shaving nearly 40% faster than ever before! 
18 rotary blades whip away whiskers at 77 miles an hour. 
So close we dare to match shaves with a blade. 
With Microgroove floating heads and pop-up trimmer. 
#orek'o® the fast, close, comfortable electric shave 
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Replacing the duo are Elliot 
Rosen and Steve Swersie who 
played with the Evening Session 
team last year. Rosen averaged 
15.7 per game and 7 rebounds for 
the Evening team. Swersie injured 
his wrist at the beginning of last 
season and was out until the final 
two games of the year. 
Rosen is one of the team's three 
"big" men at 6-3. The others ar� 
Ginsberg at 6-3½ and Goldwater 
at 6-3. Goldwater and Ginsberg 
alternate at the high post with 
Rosen playing the corner. 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Visit Our Delicatessen Counter for 
Your Take-Home Orders 
Fancy Dellcatessen Platters and-Whole 
Roast Turkeys fo Your Order 
DINE IN COMFORT-AIR CONDITIONED 
NATHAN'S 
DELICATESSEN 
and 
LUNCHEONETTE 
Breakfast - Luncheon - Dinners 
108 EAST 23rd ST., NEW YORK 
For Outgoing Orders Phone 
GRamercy 5-1129 - 1130 
WE CATER YOUR OFFICE PARTY 
AND MEETINGS 
. Tasty Sandwich Platters and 
Hors d'Oeuvre.s 
... when you, let Cliff's Notes 
be your guide. Cliff's Notes 
explain most of Shak�speare's 
plays including Antony and Cleo­
patra. For each play Cliff's Notes 
gives you an expert scene-by­
scene summary and character 
analysis. In minutes, your under­
standing will in­
crease. Cliff's 
No tes cover  
more than 125 
major plays and 
novels. Use 
them to earn 
better grades in 
all your litera­
ture courses. 
125 Titles in all-among 
them these favorites: 
Hamlet • Macbeth • Scarlet Letter• Tale 
of Two Cities • Moby Dick • Return of the 
Native • The Ody$Sey • Julius Caesar • 
Crime and Punishment • The Iliad • Great 
Expectations • Huckleberry Finn • King 
Henry IV Part I • Wuthering Heights • King 
Lear • Pride and Prejudice • Lord Jim • 
Othello • Gulliver's Travels • Lord of 
the Flies 
$1 at your bookseller 
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